
A STUDENT WROTE: now I want to do SCI control questionnaire so I have 

question about scales. I exactly  want to know the questions related 

to each scale. i studied mannual but i want to know about questions 

which measure each scale. for example: scale 1 encompass the questions 

1 to 16 ...scale 2 encompass.. THIS IS SIMPLE. GO TO THE WEBSITE ABOVE. 

     CLICK WHAT IS CONTROL THERAPY.  CLICK SCI MANUAL.  THEN CLICK SUPPLEMENTAL 

MATERIAL IT WILL GIVE YOU EACH SCALE AND THE ITEMS IN IT. 

   TO SIMPLIFY, CLICK THIS AND THEN LOOK AT BOTTOM AND CLICK SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL!:) 

   http://controlresearch.net/shapiro-control-inventory-manual.html 

 

Hello Doctor. 

Thank you so much , Realy thank you for your email and your guidance . 

you are patient. it was helpful for me.   I have another problem and one question. 

1-  in your sci scoring key file; some questions are not in none of 

the scales . ( questions are(  10- 21-22-23-28-34-35-137) . i checked 

3 times . i send your file back to see and  for measurement control profile is it nece

ssary i measure satisfaction parameters or i can to omit  questions related to 

satisfaction. for therapy i know i should measure satisfaction,    to 

show control profile i mean, i want to now it is  is  necessery too. 

thanks 

 

RESPONSE:  

   Thank you for your conscientiousness. What you are asking  about is 

also  discussed in the manual. 

 

http://controlresearch.net/support-files/SCI_manual.pdf 

 

       you will note that items 10,28,34,35 (and number 5) are part of "overcontrol 

issues: desire for less control (see pp 104 and 105 in the manual. 

     items 21-22-23 are merely "refinements" of "other as agency) (explained on p. 25) 

    and number 137 (and 187) are the single word "self-control" (see pp.106-107 in 

manual 

 

satisfaction parameters Mode of satisfaction  give you a sense of how comfortable the 

person is with "where they are" and where there is a concern, do they want to use 

positive assertive/change; or positive/yielding acceptance.(see [[ 24-25' and That 

(further discussed on 107 ff) provides valuable information in therapy (and in life:) 

   Hope that helps.  The info you are seeking re the SCI can be found in the manual 

(above) as noted; just check the table of contents!  

Hello Doctor 

how are you 

I have another question. i didnt find in SCI manual . i want to know 

about cut - off point of scores in scales. is it just mean? 

thank you 

 

 

 

 

thank you for your note; Hope you are maintaining a sense of control (and a smile!:) 

   The cut off points are based on the mean and standard deviation.  Yes, the material 

IS in the manual. In the attached, I guide you to the tables, and give you some 

http://controlresearch.net/shapiro-control-inventory-manual.html
http://controlresearch.net/support-files/SCI_manual.pdf


additional information about understanding these scores and cut offs.  Hope this 

helps!  Good luck with your work:)  Dr S. 

   Thank you for sharing so openly. A thesis  is important. So is your well-being. Don’t forget to 

practice patience and kindness with yourself!:) 

 


